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This paper contains an alternative proof of a theorem due to Chipman [4]. The 
theorem gives a geometric realization of the graph of groups tudied by Bass and 
Serre [2] as well as a useful van Dampen type technique for computing the funda- 
mental groups of spaces from the fundamental groups of elements (and the inter- 
section of elements) in a cover, when the cover has pathconnected elements, the 
intersection of any three of which is void. Whereas Chipman’s arguments are alge- 
braic and depend upon a slmpliciai decomposit.ion of the space, the arguments pre- 
sented here are an application of the geometric onstructions of Brown [3) and the 
author [ 11, and are independent of any such structure. We begin with a brief review 
of the deftnitions of Serre and Brown, and then outiine the proof of the theorem. 
By a gtaph Y we mean a collection OY of vertices and oriented edges eY, to- 
gether with functions a,t : eY --* vY, giving origin and terminal points, respectively, 
and an inversion - : eY+eYsuchthatforeachyEeY, 
The only graphs we will consider are connected (in the obvious sense). A~RZ@I of 
groups, (Q1 Y), consists of a graph Y and a family $$ of groups and homomorphisms. 
0 has for each vertex P E irY a group GP, and for each edge y E eY a group Gv and 
a homomorphism ay : Gu + c,(y): Furthermore, for each y E eY, Gv = CF. 
Given a graph of groups (9, Y”), the group F($$, Y) is the free product of the 
groups {GP}PeUy and the free group on the symbols e)yEe, subject o the rela- 
tions 
yQv uy-’ =ai,a foraEG_+EeY, 
jG ‘y-l for y E eY. 
From this group, Bass and Serre derive two descriptions of the fundamental 
of a graph of groups: 
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0) If PO E uY, then n&$. Y, PC) is the subgroup of F( 9, Y) consisting of alI 
words of rthe form 
(,ii) If T is a maximal tree in Y, then n&& Y, T) is the quotient of F($ Y) de* 
termined by the additional relations 
jJ=l ify E T. 
Bass and Serre prove in L2* Proposition 20, p. I-671 that IQ&?, Y, PO) and IQ@ Y, T) 
are isomorphic groups. While they assume throughout their paper that the homomar- 
phisms f+}_vEer are nonomorphisms, their proof of this particular proposition does 
not use this fact, and we make no such assumption i  this paper. While their second 
description is in general easier for computation, we shall see that their first descrip- 
tion is closer to the geometry of the spaces considered here. 
suppose that 6 = {c ) i iez+ is a countable open cover of a connected, painted tc-r- 
pologicat space (X, *) such that each Cd is path connected and the interaction of 
any three distinct elements of C is void. Let {I+)~~~+ be a caIlection of base points 
for respective Ci’s, where ~1 = +, and let 
A ={(i,j)EZ* X Z’ICifWifO,i<i). 
For (& i) E A, Aii is an index set and {C$l),,l is the set of path components of 
Ci n C. {u$} is a collection of base points for respective C’$$S with {I.+/, n {ui} = @ 
~~~~Ci}and~~:~~C~}arethesetsofincl~~si~ns.~~isa~xedarbitrary 
path in Ci from v$ to vi. Sp i!i a fixed arbitrary path in C’j from U$ to u)* Y is the 
graph with vertices VY = {Us] and edges (with origin Vi and terminal point U$ of’ the 
form 
(SW Y) is the graph of groups with 
Gq = c, = “ICciV ui)T G & = G; = n&$ b$). 
@ij 
The homomorphism & : C& -* d;s is the compsition 
where . &i is the conjugaticrn issomorphism induced by the path 61i. The homomsr- k 
phism $i : 6$ + Gi is defined similarly. 
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Conversely, given a graph of groups (9, I’)* it is obvious that using Eilenberg- 
MacLane complexes and mapping cylinders to realize the cy,,‘s, one can construct a 
space (X, *) which has a cover e which induces the graph (9, Y). Compare [1) Ex- 
ample 2, pp. 199-2011. 
TheoreIn. “,(X, *) = q( g, Y, 01). 
Before outlining the proof of this theorem we need to recall some definitions of 
R. Brown: 
Agrsupuid is a small category in which every morphism is an equivalence. Grp 
denotes the category of groupoids and functors. It is cocomplete as a subcategory 
of Cat, The,#.bm&mmral group&i of a space X is denoted RX, has ob nX = X, and 
for x, y E X the morphism set nX(x, v) consists of the set of homotopy classes 
(rel{x, JJ)) of paths from x toy. n becomes a functor in the obvious way. C)earIy 
8X(+, 4) = wI(Xs +). We ciin view the cover c as a category with objects {C& U (C$ 
and morphisms given by the inclusions @$>, me functor F : C? + Crp is defined as 
follows: 
By [IJheorem 1, 53,p.32], 
RX = c&m F. 
Since X is connected, for some j E Z’, (1, j) E A D L,et Q E Ali be an arbitrary element. 
Thus 
From the construction of c&nits in Cat, we see that elements in colim 6’@& c/ii) 
are equivalence classes of strings of morphisms from the various values of F. Such 
strings wiS1 be denoted 
where wu s t$ = wn and xi is a morphism with domain wBi_. t and range 1~~ 1<i Qn. 
Such a string is reduced if no two consecutive x{s Lie in the same Cj. 
Lemma 1. Every string in colim F ti eguivulent to II reduced strihg. 
Proof. If a string is nut reduced, then a pair of consecutive x{s lie in the same cj. The 
relations in the c&nit allow such a pair to be replaced by their composition in the 
appropriate groupoid. (If one of the pair is in a C$, a substitution followed by corn- 
position is required.) Cl 
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Proof. The only way ta reduce the length of a word is through composition, and 
since both wards are reduced, no composition is possible. Thus m = n. Since 
{Ui] n {I&) =I Q)B there is no identificatiun of objects and the lemma follows. [3 
We are now ready to describe the homomorphisms 
a: nt(X. *) + q@, Y* q, JI: n&g, Y, q) + np. +)a 
Pictorially, Q, replaces mch morphism xi with the composition 6 l(G;i’Xi 6z)S_:, 
where 6, is the selected path from Wi__1 to the base point Eli of C~i (wherein Xi is 
a morphism) and 6, is the selected path from Wi to ucui* EJste that Sil xi 6, deter- 
mines an element in “t(C~il Use) depending only upon the homotopy class of Xi* 
Furthermore, juxtaposition of such compositions will yield the required inter- 
spersed edges. 
Sin= each edge in eY is a sum of two particular paths, in defining iJi we split 
each edge yi and replace YiriYi+t with (Wit 61ri6j1, Wi+l), where Wi is the midpoint 
of the edge yc 61 is the part of y1 from wi to ~1, and 62 is the part of _yj+l from 
%+I to wi+ls for Qi) = Ui+l. Again S,risi’ determines an element in 8) (Ci)(Wip Wi+l) 
which is independent of the homotopy class of Pi* 
We now present he formal d&s&ion of these two maps and leave to the reader 
the task of verifying that they areAwell-defined homomorphisms which are mutual 
inverses. The brackets [ ] denote hsmotopy classes. Notation such as 
(x0, tjie Q$) means 
p(x, y) denotes the selected pa7.h &(or its inverse) from the base point x ta the base 
p0int y. 
Suppose that (wO s([Xi] s w&!!!,) is a reduced string in nt(X, *). By Lemmas I and 
2 it suff’ices to deftne P, for such elements. Suppose further that xiis a morphism in
flC’&). Then @(two, ([Xjl, Wi$l) is the word 
where 
A* 
. 
A= 
B= 
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If [QJ (,v~[~#!!~ is a word in 7+($$, Y, u$, then ~([‘o]oi[‘i])~=l is the class of 
the string 
where 
and wai is the midpoint Ofyi. 
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